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I.

Executive Summary

Carnegie Mellon Solar Racing’s (CMSR) goals for Solar Splash 2021 was to reconfigure our past
competition hull (Vortex) to a feasibly manageable state given the covid restrictions from the
past year. By winding down our competition boat to the essentials we are able to participate in
Solar Splash 2021 despite our school’s 12 month restriction on in-person activities.
Using the team’s traditional breakdown of four teams (Hull, Propulsion, Power and
Optimization), CMSR was able to commit to several different sub-system goals in order to
improve performance in the sprint and slalom.
This year’s team has implemented new data acquisition systems as well as new solar panel
mount holders. CMSR has also begun building a new boat hull after an extensive year long
design and fabrication research process. The new hull design is an iteration on Vortex and will be
better suited for slalom.
CMSR has successfully pivoted to virtual meetings in order to follow social distancing
guidelines. By doing so, CMSR was able to recruit and retain off-campus members with
extensive design projects for next year’s boat.
CMSR has seen a large amount of support from Carnegie Mellon University and its various
corporate sponsors. Large scale renovations to our shop space have doubled our square footage
and given subteams the resources they need to complete their projects. This support has enabled
the team to continue pursuing its engineering activities and make large strides in the team’s
performance. The team is looking forward to another year of competition and identifying new
areas to apply its engineering skills.
CMSR has a total of 19 members, largely focused in engineering disciplines (mechanical,
electrical, etc). While Covid-19 took away a lot of our in-person work, the remote work we were
able to accomplish will contribute greatly to our SS22 boat.
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III.

Overall Project Objectives

Carnegie Mellon Solar Racing will compete in Solar Splash this summer for the fourth
consecutive year. The subteam goals were as follows:
Hull: Stringer and subsystems mounting designs for future boat, redesign of current solar
panel mounts
Power: Implement new charge controllers optimized for the hull and propulsion system.
Optimization: Implement data acquisition systems for battery state of charge,
temperature, boat acceleration and velocity, and motor speed
Propulsion: Design adapter plate for future propulsion system, implement Torqeedo
propulsion system for Vortex
The main objective for the organization as a whole was to have a competition-ready boat.
Previous goals had to be pushed off due to Carnegie Mellon’s restriction on in person activities
from March 2020 to March 2021. With our limited time, we made member retainment and
education our main goal. Members who had never even seen Vortex yet were given a crash
course on everything related to maintaining their respective subteam as soon as COVID
protocols allowed. Subteam funds were reallocated to better subsidize competition costs and
encourage attendance.
The last time CMSR competed, Solar Splash 2019, we suffered a great malfunction with our
in-house propulsion system. This caused us to lose valuable performance data and feedback
because we had to sit out a number of events. This, combined with the cancellation of last year’s
competition, has made it even more imperative that this year runs smoothly. We can ensure so by
pushing off new subsystem designs to next year and reusing many old subsystem designs.
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IV.

Power Electronics System

A. Current Design
Our current design has the following setup.

Figure 1: Power System Schematic
The primary issues with this design were unideal components and a lack of data to inform new
purchases. Thus, our goal was to maximize the efficiency of our current circuit design and to
integrate new data acquisition systems. This way, when we redesign the power circuit, we can
make informed decisions.
B. Analysis of Design Concepts
1) Motor: Our current motor, purchased in a previous season, is a Torqeedo Cruise 2.0 RS.
This motor had a low top speed, causing us to be non-competitive for the sprint
competition. Because of this, we purchased a new motor that would have been better
suited to our boat; however, because of delays caused by COVID-19, we were unable to
finish the design of the new propulsion system. Thus, we have decided to stick with the
current Torqeedo motor. The Torqeedo motor performance analysis is thoroughly
described in the Hull section of the technical report.
2) Motor Controller: The Torqeedo motor has an onboard controller built-in, so no extra
weight is required for a motor controller in the current iteration of the boat. Because our
new motor does not have an onboard computer, we also purchased an Alltrax SR model
motor controller so that the steering system could interface with the motor.
3) Wire Gauge: Our old system used 4 gauge and 2 gauge wires throughout the system.
However, these were clearly poor choices due to low ampacity. Thus, we decided to
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increase our gauge to 2/0. This will allow us to minimize the resistive losses of the wires
for our boat during the sprint event. One drawback is increased weight, so components
which do not conduct high current will continue to use lower gauge wires.
4) Throttle: Our throttle from the previous year had the drawback where the driver had to
hold down the throttle’s handle in order to provide power to the motor. For long stretches
of time, such as in the endurance section, constantly holding down the throttle got
exhausting. Because of this, we implemented a new throttle for this season that does not
have this problem. Furthermore, this new throttle has safety features, such as the ability
to stop the motor in the event that the driver falls overboard.
C. Design Evaluation
Much of our progress on updating the components of the power electronics system was halted by
COVID-19. Because of this, there are many problems with this current system. Our main focus
for the power electronics system of the current iteration is to ensure functionality over optimality.
Next season, we hope to improve the components and thus performance of the power electronic
systems. Furthermore, we want to integrate more data acquisition components into the electrical
system to better understand where losses occur.
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V.

Solar System Design

A. Current Solar System Design
The CMSR solar system consists of 5 solar panels connected in series. four of the panels are
located at the back of the hull, while the fifth is placed at the front.
B. Analysis of Design Concepts
During the 2018-2019 school season, the CMSR team purchased Solbian solar panels from
Ocean Planet Energy using SunPower monocrystalline cells with 24% efficiency and 3.07 watts
each. The back 4 panels are stock SP103 panels. The front panel was custom designed by the
CMSR team at the time, and sent to Solbian for final adjustments. This was done so that the
panel could fit the contours of the boat, minimizing the panels’ effect on drag. The total power
from the panels (flash tested by Solbian) had a nominal output of 473W. The panels are 21.8 Voc
each. The total weight for these panels is only around 10 lbs. The panels came with adhesive
backing, which the team glued onto sheets of HDPE. The final weight is about 29 lbs., with
marked improvements in power.
C. Design Evaluation
Our new hull design (which we were not able to finish due to delays caused by COVID-19, such
as university and shop space closure) does not mesh well with our current solar panel setup, so
new solar panels are being designed to accurately mesh with the new hull. The new solar panels
are being selected to improve power output beyond 473W, in addition to maximizing the
flexibility of the panels to create more aerodynamic curvature across the boat.
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VI.

Electrical System Design

A. Current Electrical System Design
The CMSR electrical system utilizes three batteries and a charge controller. The batteries are
charged via the charge controller by the Solar System. The batteries then provide power to our
Power Electronics system.
B. Analysis of Design Concepts
1) Batteries: Our batteries have a parallel configuration for the endurance event and a series
configuration for the sprint event. For the sprint event, we want to maximize the power to
the motor system; putting the batteries in series allows for a 36V source to power the
boat. Furthermore, in the endurance event, we want to maximize the battery life so we
place the batteries in parallel. This way, we can maximize the efficacy of our batteries
based on the event.
2) Charge Controllers: Our previous charge controllers (Genasun GVB-8 350W) were not
performing up to their peak efficiency. Because of this, we decided to purchase the
Victron SmartSolar 150/35 MPPT charge controller, with a rated peak of >98%. Victron
is the industry leader in charge controllers, and the new charge controller comes with
advanced features such as Bluetooth/LoRa monitoring of battery voltage and
temperature, and an advanced MPPT algorithm that takes into account external factors
such as partial shading of the solar panels. Furthermore, this controller uses convection
cooling so no extra power is required to cool the controller.

Figure 2: Victron SmartSolar 150/35 Charge Controller
3) Data Acquisition Integration: This electrical system is also heavily integrated with new
data acquisition technology that we have developed. In particular, we have developed a
battery monitoring system designed to give consistent and accurate reports regarding the
current charge level of the battery, the power consumed by the power electronics system,
and the power generated by the solar system.
C. Design Evaluation
Our batteries provide a good balance of power output. reliability, and capacity. Future designs
will likely focus on new topologies to maximize power output for the sprint section. In addition,
more data acquisition systems will be implemented to determine inefficiencies in components.
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4) Hull Design
A. Current Hull System Design
Like many other areas of CMSR, progress on the hull was impeded heavily by the COVID-19
pandemic and restrictions. In the Fall semester of 2019, we started construction on our fifth hull,
which we planned to have ready for the 2021 Solar Splash competition. However, from March
2020 to March 2021, CMU prohibited in-person activities, not leaving enough time to finish
construction on the new hull. Thus, the team decided to reuse the hull from the 2017, 2018, and
2019 competitions again for the 2021 competition. With the little time for construction this year,
the team chose to remake the supports for our solar panels to make them easier to attach and
remove.
The boat hull, which was not changed, is constructed from carbon fiber with a Nomex
honeycomb core. It is 17 feet long, 4 feet at its widest, and weighs 88 pounds.
The previous design for the solar panel holders used metal C-channels as a path for solar panels.
The solar panels are attached to a plastic backing for structure. Each of the C-channels was
connected to the hull with an L-bracket with a single hex screw and nut. After sliding them in,
the solar panels were fixed in-place by attaching a nut on the screw above and below the solar
panel.
It was found that it was very hard to insert and remove the solar panels for charging in this
design, particularly because of the two nuts above and below the panel. The solar panel holders
themselves were also unstable because there was only one point of connection between the hull
and the L-bracket. The team wanted to figure out a way to solve both of these issues while
keeping the weight low and system easy to attach.
B. Analysis of Design Concepts
The new design simplified and shifted elements from the old design. We replaced the metal
channels with flat metal strips to reduce weight. The screws are fixed in place on the bottom of
the metal strip using epoxy resin and the solar panels are dropped in place on top of them before
being secured with the nuts. Additionally, we widened the L-brackets so we could screw them
into the hull at two places, so the brackets do not rotate during operation.
This design not only reduces the weight by replacing the channel with a strip, it also makes it
much easier for ingress and egress of the solar panels. The downsides are that the edges of the
solar panels are no longer shielded by the c-channel and the solar panels are fixed in place and
cannot avoid vibrations from the boat.
Because we still have the plastic backing to protect the solar panels and keep a buffer for contact,
we decided to go with our new design in light of other improvements it will offer.
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Figure 3 : Cross-sectional view of the old design of the solar panel holders. L-brackets are
attached to the C-channel and hull at the ends, with one nut and bolt to the C-Channel and one to
the hull.

Figure 4: Cross-sectional view of the new design of the solar panel holders. L-brackets are
attached to the support and hull at the ends of the support, with one nut and bolt to the C-Channel
and two of each attached to the hull. Bolt is fixed with epoxy to the support, so it remains after
the solar panels are removed.
C. Hull Design Testing
First, the new connection to the hull was tested by creating the wider L-brackets and attaching
them to the old C-channel system. There was much less rotation possible with two attachment
points to the hull. The new system was added, and then tested by attaching and detaching the
solar panels. It was observed that the solar panels were consistently easy to remove or reattach.
For the main hull, because it has performed well in the past, we expect it to also perform well in
the upcoming competition. We were not able to run any major tests this year.
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VII.

Drivetrain and Steering

A. Current Design
CMSR is using a Torqeedo Cruise 2.0 RS for the propulsion system and a Seastar SS137 20’
Safe-T Quick Connect for the steering system, both shown in Fig. 5. The system can
output up to 6 HP of thrust with a maximum efficiency of 56%. It only weighs 15.3kg which
minimizes the overall weight of the boat, consuming less power. The steering cable connects the
steering wheel to the front of the outboard motor, which has a connection to facilitate the
attachment. Turning the steering wheel elongates or shortens the cable depending on the
direction of rotation. The cable will then push or pull the outboard motor, causing it to
experience rotary motion about the front of the propeller shaft and therefore turning the boat.

Figure 5 : The Torqeedo propulsion system and Seastar steering system
In 2019, we used the same steering system, however we used a propulsion system that was made
in-house. Problems arose from this propulsion system during the 2019 competition including
gear grinding and propellor shaft bending due to its thin diameter. These problems arose due to
the absence of on-water testing as well as lack of in-depth force analysis. Due to these issues, we
decided to redesign our propulsion system in the beginning of the 2020 academic year in hopes
to use it in the 2020 Solar Splash. This was delayed due to COVID, and currently we are still in
the design phase of this new propulsion system. However, we don’t want to miss out on
competition due to this, so we decided to use the Torqeedo propulsion system as a temporary
replacement for the 2021 competition.
B. Analysis of Design Concepts
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The torqeedo works well in endurance races, however it is not competitive in sprint or slalom
races because it doesn’t output enough thrust. We are currently designing a new propulsion
system that contains a retrofitted propeller system and a motor housing with interchangeable gear
ratios that will be manufactured in-house. The interchangeable gear system will allow the motor
to be geared up or down depending on testing results. As an example of the work we have been
doing this year, Table 1 shows our analysis of different types of drivetrains for our new
propulsion system.
Table 1: Drivetrain Analysis
Criteria

Weight

Belt Drive

Bevel Gear

Retro-fit

Hydroefficiency

5

3

3

5

Constraints

3

4

1

5

Fabrication

3

3

3

5

Manufacturing
complexity/time

4

1

3

3

Manufacturing cost

3

3

2

1

Assembly/disassembly

4

3

1

2

Iteration/modification

3

3

3

2

Efficiency

5

3

4

5

Reliability

4

3

3

5

Design time

4

1

4

4

101

106

145

Total points

From this analysis, the retrofit design comes out the highest, so we are currently designing a
propulsion system around a retrofitted lower unit that we purchased in 2020. We hope to use this
system next year and provide more information about our design and testing evaluations then.
C. Design Testing and Evaluation
We used the same Torqeedo and the Seastar systems in our 2018 competition, and it worked
reliably. We did a dry run in our shop prior to this year’s competition, but most of our time was
devoted to designing and CAD-ing our new propulsion system for 2022 competition.
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VIII.

Data Acquisition and Communication

A. Current Design:
To inform an optimal strategy during competition, both the driver and the rest of the team need
live updates on the status of the boat. This includes information such as battery state of charge,
temperature of the electrical system, acceleration and velocity of the boat, and speed of the
motor. With this data, we can potentially optimize the use of the motor for either endurance or
speed races, and we can prevent critical conditions on the boat such as the system overheating.
In recent years, our team has mostly been focused on methods to consistently monitor the state of
the batteries in the power system. Additionally, some side projects have included incorporating
more advanced sensors such as cameras to track the location of other boats, and a tilting solar
panel mount to point the panels more directly at the sun. While exciting, these were slightly more
ambitious projects that ultimately did not see much success. This year, we have focused our
efforts on the battery monitoring system as our main priority. We have nearly finished
implementing this system, and soon we will begin testing it out to determine its effectiveness.
B. Analysis of Design Concepts
1) Battery State of Charge:
There are several ways to go about monitoring a battery’s state of charge. In the past, we have
considered using a circuit to measure the voltage across the battery’s terminals as a direct
indication of the amount of charge left, but this method can be difficult because of the
non-linear voltage-to-charge models. Another method is to use what is called “coulomb
counting”, which integrates measurements of current flowing out of the batteries over time to
calculate total charge consumed:
*

𝑡

Q(t*) = ∫ 𝐼𝑑𝑡
0

The benefit of this method is that it gives us a direct value related to the amount of charge left
in the batteries. If the batteries start with some initial charge amount, Qinit , then we can derive
the amount of charge left in the batteries at time t* as:
*

𝑡

Qremaing(t*) = Qinit - Q(t*) = Qinit - ∫ 𝐼𝑑𝑡
0

While this seems like a fairly straightforward concept, implementing coulomb counting still
requires a method of measuring the current flowing out of the batteries, as well as a way to
integrate the current readings over time. Since our system ultimately will be processing the
current measurements digitally, we will have to use a discretized approximation for the
integral:
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Q[t*] = I∆𝑡+ Q[t*-1]
In the above formula, ∆𝑡 is the difference in time between two consecutive measurements. This
“running sum” is essentially a Riemann sum. While the above equation demonstrates the
general purpose, we actually use a trapezoidal rule version of the Riemann sum to get more
accurate approximations of the integral.
We still have not addressed the issue of actually measuring the current flowing out of our
batteries. In previous years, our team used a Hall Effect sensor fitted around the cable leaving
the positive terminal of the batteries. In theory, this solution should be viable, but our team
experienced many issues with this type of sensor. The sensor data would fluctuate as the cable
moved inside the sensor, and it was difficult to find a sensor that had reliable documentation.
This year, we decided to introduce shunt resistors into our power circuit as an alternate means
for measuring current. These are essentially plates of metal with a precisely calibrated
resistance. Specifically, we are using shunts that register a 75mV drop across their terminals
when a 250A current is flowing through them. Then, even though we are trying to measure
current, we ultimately are using the voltage differential across the shunt to do so (using Ohm’s
Law, we can calculate the current as I = V / R). While splicing a shunt resistor into the main
power circuit will dissipate power, the amount dissipated is relatively minimal since the shunts
are highly conductive.
To measure the voltage drop across the shunt resistor, we need an amplifier circuit to get the
voltages on a more appropriate scale. Specifically, we mounted an INA181 current sense
amplifier onto a commercially available breakout board and constructed a basic circuit using
the recommended components to produce a gain of 50 V/V.

a.)

b.)
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c.)
Figure 6 : Current Sense Amplification Circuit. a) Our Construction, b) The IC, c) Circuit
Diagram
Then, this signal should be approximately in the range of 0-5V. The output of the amplifier
goes to an Analog to Digital Converter (ADS1115), which then communicates over I2C to a
Raspberry Pi. In previous years, we used an Arduino Uno for data processing which then
communicated to an Android Tablet mounted on the driver’s dashboard. This system was very
difficult to work with since the arduino was running independent from the tablet, meaning we
had to program a separate Android App for the user interface. This year, we are leveraging the
Raspberry Pi’s graphical desktop capabilities to display the user interface on an LCD screen
connected via HDMI. This new system is much simpler because it is centralized (everything
runs on the Raspberry Pi). We run Python scripts to read the values over I2C, and calculate the
battery state of charge using the discretized coulomb counting method discussed above.
Finally, we leverage the Plotly Dash library to generate a simple user interface such as the one
shown below.

Figure 7 : Driver’s Dashboard Display Example
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2) Temperature:
By adding thermistors or other temperature probes throughout the boat’s electrical system
(especially near the batteries), we could ensure that nothing on the boat is getting dangerously
hot. In the case of a dangerous thermal condition, we could alert the driver via the LCD
display.
3) Acceleration and Localization:
Our boat’s position can be determined with a simple GPS module (MTK3339 Chipset).
Additionally, accelerometers or IMU devices such as Adafruit’s BNO055, would provide our
team with information about the boat’s acceleration, orientation, and velocity. Ideally, we could
combine testing data on the boat’s acceleration and velocity to further inform the optimal use
of the main motor during a race. This will likely not be employed until a future year.
4) Long-distance Communication:
We will be using RFM96W LoRa Radio modules to transmit sensor data from the on-board
Raspberry Pi back to another Raspberry Pi on land. Overall, this radio module will give our
on-shore team constant updates on the status of our boat.
C. Design Testing and Evaluation
As mentioned, we still need to do more testing of this battery monitoring system. Once the
system is fully integrated into the power system, we can run tests to determine the actual total
amount of charge in our batteries after they have been fully charged. Then, we should be able to
provide fairly accurate measurements of the amount of charge remaining (with some tuning of
course). After this, we will move on to other potential projects such as monitoring temperature
readings of the electrical system, and establishing communication between the boat and the rest
of the team on land (to send data such as the current battery level, boat velocity, etc.). As we add
to our system, we will be updating the driver’s user interface to include any new helpful data.

IX.

Project Management

A. Team Members and Leadership Roles
Carnegie Mellon Solar Racing is a student organization made up of entirely undergraduate
students across CMU’s School of Computer Science, College of Engineering, School of
Business, and Robotics Institute. The organization is split into four major sub-teams:
optimization, power, hull, and propulsion, each with its own design lead(s). The sub-teams are
managed by the Head of Design, who offers a system wide perspective to the development of
new products. Supporting the technical side of the club is our executive committee that handles
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the administrative side of running a student organization. Executive committee positions include
VP of Finance, VP of Recruiting, and VP of Marketing. Overseeing both the administrative and
technical part of the organization is the president. See the following figure for a visualization of
these positions and who currently holds them.

B. Project Planning and Schedule
The COVID-19 pandemic created a number of unique project management challenges. From
March of 2020 to March of 2021 we were entirely unable to access any of our work or storage
spaces. Changes in course schedules and the virtual nature of classes meant some students took
semesters off. There was constant uncertainty of when and where we would be able to resume
work; so, we made contingency plans.
With the fall semester seemingly destined to be virtual, we pivoted all of our work to more
research based tasks we could complete remotely. Virtually leading projects turned out to be a
huge challenge. A huge draw of CMSR is it provides opportunities for students to get hands-on
experience. Recruiting new members and keeping existing members engaged all via Zoom was
riddled with issues. Teaching new members CAD or work shopping ideas becomes infinitely
harder when you can’t stand around the same computer to discuss.
Despite the slog that was the fall semester, there were a few positives to come out of it. All the
time spent researching and planning gave us an opportunity to more deeply develop our design
process. For example, we began implementing a formalized design review process to provide
system wide feedback on subteam projects. The design reviews have also become an opportunity
for experienced members to contribute their knowledge to a wider range of projects.
With the new design review process, our sub-teams began shifting from our traditionally
waterfall style project planning to a more iterative and agile workflow. Every few weeks sub
teams would present on their current design, receive feedback via the design review, and then
iterate on their design. The result has been designs that are more robust and easier to implement.
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Upon regaining access to our shop in the spring, our focus shifted to moving into our newly
renovated space and preparing last year’s boat for competition. We built out the following
schedule to ensure the boat is ready for Solar Splash 2021.

C. Financial and Fund-Raising
Carnegie Mellon Solar Racing receives its funding through Carnegie Mellon’s Joint Funding
Council (JFC) and sponsorship. JFC is the part of the student government responsible for
allocating money to student organizations. To receive money from JFC, Carnegie Mellon Solar
Racing submits an itemized budget every year. For 2020-2021 we received $13,002.55 from
JFC.
Outside of JFC we receive $2,500 from both Ford and GM. We also receive subsidies from
suppliers including Ray EO and OceanPlanet Energy. CMSR did not do any other types of
fund-raising in the past year.
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D. Strategy for Team Continuity and Sustainability
Over the past few years one of the biggest challenges CMSR faces is recruiting new members.
Not only are CMU students incredibly busy academically, but they also have a number of
different options of engineering project organizations to join. We address the competitive nature
of recruitment at CMU by promoting the club across a number of platforms and fostering a
unique community within the organization.
Within the past year promotion of CMSR has manifested itself in more virtual means. We hosted
Zoom recruitment events surrounding the fall and spring virtual activities fair like Among Us
and Skriblio games, informational sessions, and professional development opportunities with
corporate sponsors. We also virtually presented in a number of introductory level engineering
courses across all majors in the College of Engineering.
Once we capture students’ interest, we look to differentiate our group’s experience by building a
community that is more inclusive and nurturing than other technical organizations on campus.
For example, we do not have dues we expect new members to pay, and we work diligently to
help all students, regardless of previous knowledge, make a meaningful contribution to the
project. Our design reviews are also built to feel more like discussions and opportunities for
knowledge transfer between members than harsh critiques. Our goal is to focus more on helping
students learn and grow than achieving total technical superiority.
E. Discussion and Self-Evaluation
Over the past few years our efforts to grow CMSR’s community have helped the club gain a
more committed member base. For the first time in the past four years our two largest leadership
roles, President and Head of Design, were both contested elections. While we still have issues
keeping all our leadership positions filled, our member numbers and their passion for the
organization seems to be headed in the right direction.
As we look forward to future semesters and aim to improve our organization further, a big area
for potential growth is our documentation. Too often do graduating seniors leave the organization
with stories of their experiences instead of written references for how to improve on them.
Things as simple as who our corporate sponsor contacts are frequently lost in transition. Rough
timelines of when to begin planning recruitment events or builds could be incredibly valuable if
our leadership more consistently found the time to write up their actions. Building strong
institutional and communal ties are important, but we cannot become over reliant on these
structures to support our continued growth
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X.

Conclusion and Recommendations

A. Strengths and Weaknesses
The strengths for Carnegie Mellon Solar Racing this academic year were:
● GPS/Acceleration Tracking: The optimization and power teams have implemented
sensors for tracking boat speed and position.
● Preparing to build a new hull: The team has started to establish enough continuity and
financial stability to begin to iterate on its hull design. The hull build had started but is
paused due to covid and will resume after Solar Splash 2021.
● Virtual meetings: All four sub teams were able to successfully pivot to virtual meetings
and remain productive
The weakness for Carnegie Mellon Solar Racing this academic year were:
● Inability to fully test the system on the water: The team was not able to do any on-water
testing this year due to travel constraints.
● Shop Restriction: Due to CMU’s 12 month ban on in-person activities, sub-teams had to
greatly simplify their subsystems to meet the time constraints.
B. Meeting Sub-System Objectives
The team’s sub-system objective were as follows:
● Hull: Continue subsystems design for new hull, improve on solar panel holders for
vortex, add new sponsor logos
● Propulsion: Design new motor adaptor for future propulsion system retrofit
● Power: Design and build a new circuit that can power the propulsion system.
● Optimization: Develop new sensor systems that are significantly more accurate with data
collection.
Carnegie Mellon Solar Racing was able to meet all of the goals for the 2020 competition.
C. Reflections on Design Process
This year we were forced to make the design process more collaborative over virtual meetings.
Subteams have greatly improved in their ability to split up design tasks among members and
have adopted the habit of regular design reviews. The optimization team even went as far to
deliver individual raspberry pi kits to remote members.
D. Where do we go from here?
The team will focus on recruiting new members for Solar Splash 2022. By then, we hope to have
an entirely new hull made in-house as well as a new propulsion system. Furthermore, the team
will begin to invest heavily in on-water testing and incorporate more expansive and accurate data
acquisition systems.
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E. Lessons Learned
The largest lesson learned is that the team needs to focus its resources on member recruitment.
With the tight timeline we were given, having a sufficient number of members was the
bottleneck in our productivity. We hope that as covid restrictions open up, we can better recruit
members with a larger variety of activities. The team has major subsystem redesigns such as the
new boat hull and reworked fabrication process as well as the new propulsion systems. In the
future we hope to better document subteams processes to retain member knowledge and facilitate
smooth yearly transitions.
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XI.

References and Appendices

Appendix A: Battery Documentation
The specifications of the batteries are detailed below for Optima 75/25 redtop batteries.
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Figure A.1: Optima Battery Specification Sheets (1 of 2)

Figure A.1 cont.: Optima Battery Specification Sheets (2 of 2)
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Figure A.2: Optima Battery Safety Data Sheet (1 of 10)
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Figure A.2 cont.: Optima Battery Safety Data Sheet (2 of 10)
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Figure A.2 cont.: Optima Battery Safety Data Sheet (3 of 10)
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Figure A.2 cont.: Optima Battery Safety Data Sheet (4 of 10)
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Figure A.2 cont.: Optima Battery Safety Data Sheet (5 of 10)
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Figure A.2 cont.: Optima Battery Safety Data Sheet (6 of 10)
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Figure A.2 cont.: Optima Battery Safety Data Sheet (7 of 10)
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Figure A.2 cont.: Optima Battery Safety Data Sheet (8 of 10)
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Figure A.2 cont.: Optima Battery Safety Data Sheet (9 of 10)
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Figure A.2 cont.: Optima Battery Safety Data Sheet (10 of 10)
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Appendix B: Flotation calculations
Table B1: Buoyancy calculation values
System

Volume [in3]

Buoyant force [lb]

Hull

2351.8

84.9

Foam (front + cargo)

2974.2+ 7688.9 = 10663.1

107.4+277.56 = 384.9

Propulsion

279.6

10.09

Batteries/Containers

1099.1

39.7

Total

14363.6

519.63

γWater = specific weight of water = 0.0361 lb/in3
Fb = VTotal x γWater
= 14363.6 in3 x 0.0361 lb/ft3
= 519.63 lb
W = Total weight x 1.2
= 354.09* 1.2
= 424.9 lbs
Findings: Solidworks modeling was used to find the volume estimates for each of the systems,
while the total weight of the boat was found by weighing the boat. The final flotation calculated
was 519.63 pounds, with most of the buoyancy coming from the foam bulkhead. The boat will
be comfortably above the limit by 94.73 lbs and does not require any air bags.
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Appendix C: Proof of Insurance
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Appendix D: Team Roster
Name

Degree

Year

Team Role

Fatima Basit

Mechanical
Engineering

Senior

President

Owen Torczon

Mechanical
Engineering

Senior

Design Lead

Thomas Horton King

Electrical and
Computer
Engineering

Sophomore

Hull Lead

Seema Kamath

Mechanical
Engineering

Senior

Hull Member

Casey Lauer

Mechanical
Engineering

Senior

Hull Member

Jaiden Napier

Mechanical
Engineering

Senior

Hull Member

Maddy Liu

Mechanical
Engineering

Junior

Hull Member

Lance Miller

Chemical
Engineering

Sophomore

Hull Member

William Qiu

Civil and
Environmental
Engineering

Sophomore

Hull Member

Grayson Moyer

Electrical and
Computer
Engineering,
Robotics

Junior

Optimization Lead

Caroline Kasuba

Electrical and
Computer
Engineering

Freshman

Optimization
Member

Rashi Kejriwal

Electrical and
Computer
Engineering

Freshman

Optimization
Member

Kobe Zhang

Electrical and
Computer

Freshman

Optimization
Member
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Engineering
Michelle Zhu

Computer Science

Freshman

Optimization
Member

Katherine Nie

Mechanical
Engineering,
Robotics

Junior

Propulsion Lead

Rand Doane

Mechanical
Engineering

Researcher

Propulsion Member

Sharon Chu

Mechanical
Engineering

Junior

Propulsion Member

Madeline
Hoedemaker

Mechanical
Engineering

Junior

Propulsion Member

Keshav Sangam

Electrical and
Computer
Engineering

Junior

Power Lead

Stuart Shim

Mechanical
Engineering

Junior

Propulsion Lead

David Oke

Mechanical
Engineering

Masters

Propulsion Member

